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Lincoln Rhyme returns in a heart stopping new thriller from the author of The Twelfth Card  On a

freezing December night, with a full moon hovering in the black sky over New York City, two people

are brutally murdered -- the death scenes marked by eerie, matching calling cards: moon-faced

clocks investigators fear ticked away the victims' last moments on earth. Renowned criminologist

Lincoln Rhyme immediately identifies the clock distributor and has the chilling realization that the

killer -- who has dubbed himself the Watchmaker -- has more murders planned in the hours to

come.   Rhyme, a quadriplegic long confined to his wheelchair, immediately taps his trusted partner

and longtime love, Amelia Sachs, to walk the grid and be his eyes and ears on the street. But Sachs

has other commitments now -- namely, her first assignment as lead detective on a homicide of her

own. As she struggles to balance her pursuit of the infuriatingly elusive Watchmaker with her own

case, Sachs unearths shocking revelations about the police force that threaten to undermine her

career, her sense of self and her relationship with Rhyme. As the Rhyme-Sachs team shows

evidence of fissures, the Watchmaker is methodically stalking his victims and planning a diabolical

criminal masterwork....Indeed, the Watchmaker may be the most cunning and mesmerizing villain

Rhyme and Sachs have ever encountered.
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I believe this is the seventh of the Rhyme-Sachs escapades but I regret to say, as a dedicated fan

and owner of fourteen Jeffery Deaver novels, that this particular franchise is in danger of running out



of steam. From a technical point of view it is awesome, a masterpiece with highly impressive

accounts of police tactics and forensic research, with the psychological science of kinesics now

added to the mix. But if there is such a thing as showboating in crime fiction writing then Deaver

may be guilty of it, because this tale has more twists than a fistful of fusilli and I for one am growing

slightly tired of it. In a way, the first of the many twists was most welcome, because the first story

(there's more than one, in effect) was so by-the-numbers Deaver fare that I was almost crying out

for the `shock surprise' that would change the direction of the tale completely. The thing is, there's

fiction and there's fantasy - not only are the plans of the bad guy - the Watchmaker - rather less

than credible in their complexity, but the foresight of Lincoln Rhyme in being able to thwart him is

even more so. It's as if the baddie's too bad to be true, and the good guy's too good - or at least has

incredible detective skills that border on mind-reading.If anything, our immobile hero Linc takes

something of a back seat (or wheelchair) to his established partner Amelia Sachs and a newcomer

to the series in the form of a female kinesics expert (Kathryn Dance - note the musical innuendo

again) who just happens to get deeply involved in this case while visiting New York from her native

California. Come to think about it, Dance is `on her way to the airport' for the entirety of this novel,

but keeps on putting it off to another day.
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